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aluminium
roof
with an

customise
your conservatory
Choosing a conservatory involves selecting

K2 aluminium,
the heritage
solution

its shape, size, and colour. Few people
are aware that you can also decide on the
material used for the exterior of the roof.
In the last few years homeowners wanting
to invest in a product with more added
value have been opting for aluminium as

PVC-u conservatories could well

an alternative to PVC-U.

be refused if you live in a heritage
home / listed building.

The high-gloss, powder coated finish,
available in any RAL colour, provides

Timber is one alternative often

added weathering, and the matching

considered, particularly for the

aluminium end-caps add an important

frame. However, if the upkeep of

finishing touch. The large aluminium ball

timber is off-putting and its natural

finial is a particularly striking addition, and

movement over time represents

has proven extremely popular.

too much of an uncertainty,
aluminium is the perfect solution.

Overall the aluminium finish is a premium
product, offering you the opportunity to

The K2 aluminium roof, which can
also feature a sculpted aluminium
gutter, is our first choice for
most architects / specifiers, and
features on many listed building
projects.

add more value to your investment.

the

aluminium
roof system

colours
With a K2 aluminium roof homeowners
can choose from an array of foil colours,
or a high gloss powder-coating in any
RAL colour. So whether you want a perfect
match to your house or are looking for
something a little different, a K2 aluminium
roof is the solution.

high quality
aluminium castings
You can choose to dress your K2
aluminium roof with our ball finial
and/or decorative cresting, (for the more
traditional look) to fit in with your house

Here our powder-coated finish is shown

• Allowed on heritage
/ listed buildings

colour matched to a range of foils.

• Highly durable,
aluminium is
made to last

choice of glazing
The K2 system allows you to select the
full range of glazing options available
for your conservatory roof, including
25 or 35mm polycarbonate, and

you might also wish to remove the finial.

• Longer lasting
colour

range of
gutter options

• Can be colour
matched to fit
any property

style. For a contemporary look a no
cresting option is best, and in some cases

24mm high performance glass such
as Celsius

thermal bridging
The aluminium top cap is thermally

For the perfect finish opt for an aluminium

isolated from its aluminium core in

gutter to go with your aluminium roof. Also

order to provide you with maximum

powder coated to match, it will be bespoke

protection against temperature

to your conservatory to give it its unique

fluctuation.

and exclusive appearance.

• Easier to maintain
• No condensation
on bars

